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What is Resistive Circuit? Example & Diagram
linquip.com/blog/what-is-resistive-circuit

What is a Resistive Circuit, and how does it work? Pure Resistive AC Circuit refers to an

AC circuit that contains just a pure resistance of R ohms. In a completely resistive circuit,

inductance and capacitance do not exist. In both directions of the circuit, the alternating

current and voltage go forward and backward. As a result, the alternating current and

voltage take on the shape of a Sine wave or sinusoidal waveform.

The Linquip website is an excellent source of information on resistive circuits, and you

can find everything you need to know about them. We have a team of experts who are

specialized in power transmission and distribution and are ready to assist you with any

questions that you might have regarding circuits. Before proceeding, we suggest that you

first read Linquip’s article entitled “What Is an Electrical Power Transmission?“.

Here is the opportunity to become a Linquip Expert and gain access to the complete set

of benefits that Linquip has to offer. Do you have the interest to be able to write a Guest

Post on Linquip? If you wish to do that, you can submit your content as a guest to the

Linquip platform.

What is the Resistive Circuit?

https://www.linquip.com/blog/what-is-resistive-circuit/?preview_id=9736&preview_nonce=b74b5dbb99&post_format=standard&_thumbnail_id=9742&preview=true
https://www.linquip.com/industrial-directories/400/electrical-power-transmission
https://www.linquip.com/experts/leaderboard
https://www.linquip.com/blog/user-guest-post
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The power is wasted by the resistors in a completely resistive circuit, and the phase of the

voltage and current stays the same, i.e. both the voltage and current reach their maximum

value at the same moment. The resistor is a passive device that does not generate or use

electricity. It is a device that turns electrical energy into heat. Visit here to know the

principle of a resistive circuit completely.

Read More on Linquip

Types of Electric Circuits: All Classification with Application

How does a Circuit Breaker Work?

Explanation of the Resistive Circuit

The voltage-to-current ratio in an AC circuit is determined by the supply frequency, phase

angle, and phase difference. In an AC resistive circuit, the value of the resistor’s resistance

remains constant regardless of the supply frequency.

Let’s write the equation for the alternating voltage applied across the circuit:

 

V={V}_{m}sin(\omega t)V=Vm sin(ωt)

 

Then the current passing through the resistor in the diagram below will have the following

instantaneous value:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CTOYJIh5_xo
https://www.linquip.com/blog/types-of-electric-circuits/
https://www.linquip.com/blog/how-does-a-circuit-breaker-work/
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Pure Resistive Circuit (Reference: circuitglobe.com)

 

i=\frac{V}{R}=\frac{{V}_{m}}{R}sin(\omega t)i=RV =RVm  sin(ωt)

 

When ωt=90° or sinωt = 1, the present value will be at its highest. We can retrieve the

value of sinωt by putting it into the above equation, so i=I  sin ωt.

Read More on Linquip

What is RL Circuit

What is RC Circuit?

What is LC Circuit

What is RLC Circuit

Phase Angle and Waveform of Resistive Circuit

It is obvious from the above equations that the applied voltage and the current flowing

through a totally resistive circuit have no phase difference, i.e. the phase angle between

voltage and current is zero. As a result, the current in an AC circuit with pure resistance is

in phase with the voltage, as illustrated in the waveform below.

m

https://www.linquip.com/blog/what-is-rl-circuit/
https://www.linquip.com/blog/what-is-rc-circuit/
https://www.linquip.com/blog/what-is-lc-circuit/
https://www.linquip.com/blog/what-is-rlc-circuit/
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Voltage and Current Waveform in AC Resistive Circuit

(Reference: electricalengineering.com)

If we plot the current and voltage for a very simple AC circuit consisting of a source and a

resistor (as shown in figure above), it would look like this:

Phase Angle of a Resistive Circuit Waveform (Reference: circuitglobe.com)

The waveform for the voltage reduction across the resistor is exactly in phase with the

waveform for the current through it since the resistor simply and directly resists the flow

of electrons at all times. We can compare the values of current and voltage at any point in

time along the horizontal axis of the plot (any “snapshot” that looks at the quantities of a

wave are known as instantaneous values, meaning the values at that point in time).
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The instantaneous voltage across the resistor is also 0 when the instantaneous value for

current is zero. Similarly, when the current through the resistor reaches its maximum

value, the voltage across the resistor reaches its maximum value, and so on. Ohm’s Law

holds for the instantaneous values of voltage and current at any point along the waves.

Read More on Linquip

What is Capacitive Circuit?

What is Linear Circuit

Power in Pure Resistive Circuit

In the power curve or waveform, the three colors red, blue, and pink represent the

current, voltage, and power curves, respectively. The phasor diagram clearly shows that

the current and voltage are in phase, which means that the current and voltage values

reach their peaks at the same time, and the power curve is always positive for all current

and voltage values.

The Power in the Circuit is defined as the product of voltage and current in a DC supply

circuit. The power is the same in both the AC and DC circuits; the only difference is that in

the AC circuit, the instantaneous voltage and current values are taken into account. As a

result, in a fully resistive circuit, the instantaneous power is given by the equation below

(Instantaneous power, p= vi):

 

P=\frac{{V}_{m}}{\sqrt{2}}\frac{{I}_{m}}{\sqrt{2}}-\frac{{V}_{m}}

{\sqrt{2}}\frac{{I}_{m}}{\sqrt{2}}cos(2\omega t)P=2 Vm  

2 Im  −2 Vm  2 Im  cos(2ωt)

 

The circuit’s average power consumption throughout a

whole cycle is given by,

 

P=average,of,\frac{{V}_{m}}{\sqrt{2}}\frac{{I}_{m}}{\sqrt{2}}-average,

of,\frac{{V}_{m}}{\sqrt{2}}\frac{{I}_{m}}{\sqrt{2}}cos(\omega t)P=average,of,2 Vm  2 

Im  −average,of,2 Vm  2 Im  cos(ωt)

 

Because the value of cosωt is zero. So, if you put the value

of cosωt into the above equation, the value of power is

defined as P=V I .RMS RMS

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ohm's_law
https://www.linquip.com/blog/what-is-capacitive-circuit/
https://www.linquip.com/blog/what-is-linear-circuit/
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Where, P is the average power, V  is the root mean square value of supply voltage, and

I  is the root mean square value of the current. As a result, in a purely resistive circuit,

the power is provided by P=VI.

In a purely resistive circuit, the voltage and current are in phase with each other, with no

phase difference at phase angle zero. The alternating quantity reaches its maximum value

at the same time interval, that is, the voltage and the current rise and decrease at the same

time.

Reactive components, as we already know, dissipate no power since they absorb and

return power to the rest of the circuit in equal amounts. As a result, any inductive

reactance in this load dissipates zero power as well.

The resistive component of the load impedance is the only thing remaining to dissipate

power. In the diagram below, we can understand how this combination works by looking

at the waveform plot of voltage, current, and total power for this circuit.

A Combined Resistive Reactive Circuit (Reference: allaboutcircuits.com)

The power dissipated by a combined resistive/reactive circuit is more than the power

returned to the source. The resistor, on the other hand, wastes power, but the reactance

does not. The power changes between positive and negative instantaneous values over

time, as it does in every reactive circuit.

The oscillation between positive and negative power is evenly split in a fully reactive

circuit, resulting in zero net power dissipation. The power waveform will still alternate

between positive and negative in circuits with combined resistance and reactance, such as

this one, but the amount of positive power will outweigh the amount of negative power.

To put it another way, the combined inductive/resistive load will use more energy than it

returns to the source.

r.m.s

r.m.s
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When looking at the power waveform plot, it should be clear that the wave spends more

time on the positive side of the centerline than on the negative side, suggesting that the

load absorbs more power than is returned to the circuit.

The reactance is responsible for the little amount of power that returns; the imbalance of

positive against negative power is caused by the resistance, which wastes energy outside

of the circuit (usually in the form of heat). The quantity of mechanical energy required to

move the shaft if the source were a mechanical generator would be the power averaged

between the positive and negative power cycles.

Because the power wave is not at the same frequency as voltage or current,

mathematically expressing power in an AC circuit is difficult. Furthermore, the phase

angle for power differs significantly from the phase angle for voltage or current. The phase

angle for power represents a ratio between power dissipated and power recovered,

whereas the phase angle for voltage or current reflects a relative change in the time

between two waves.

Because of how AC power varies from AC voltage or current, calculating power with scalar

quantities of voltage, current, resistance, and reactance is actually easier than trying to

derive it from vectors, or complex quantities of voltage, current, and impedance that we’ve

worked with so far.

What Is the Power Factor of a Resistive Circuit?

The power factor of a purely resistive circuit is 1 (perfect) since the reactive power is zero.

Review

The resistor dissipates all circuit power in a purely resistive circuit (s). Current and

voltage are in phase with one another.

The load in a completely reactive circuit does not waste any circuit power (s).

Rather, power is taken from and returned to the AC source regularly. The voltage

and current are 90 degrees out of phase.

There will be more power dissipated by the load(s) than returned in a circuit with

combined resistance and reactance, but some power will surely be dissipated and

some will simply be absorbed and returned. The voltage and current in such a circuit

will be out of phase by a factor of 0 to 90 degrees.

 

 


